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Abstract 

There is a lack of coherency in style and easy adaptability to target platforms of digital tree assets on 

online marketplaces necessitating efficient in-house creation of these assets for Independent Arts 

Software GmbH. This thesis investigates the feasibility of using Speedtree to create trees in-house and 

the ease of adaptability to the diverse range of target platforms used by the client. A sample tree 

species was created in Speedtree based on research and observational data to streamline the creation 

process as much as possible, and its adaptability was validated via A/B performance testing. Results 

showed a clear improvement in performance on lower-end target platforms with only very little work 

done for optimization. It is concluded that Speedtree is a viable tool for efficiently creating digital tree 

assets and offers great changeability for performance and style requirements. 
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Introduction 

Independent Arts Software GmbH (IAS) is one of Germany’s oldest video game studios (Independent 

Arts Software GmbH, n.d.). Established in 1990 by Holger Kuchling, it has since produced over 250 

titles (Independent Arts Software GmbH, n.d.). There are currently 35 employees, working on several 

projects in parallel. IAS also provides non-gaming services for software development and IT. 

IAS’s portfolio spans several generations of consoles. Earlier work focused on handhelds like the 

Nintendo DS, PlayStation Portable, and Gameboy Advance, while more modern projects typically 

release on all hardware of the current generation of video games such as PlayStation 5, Xbox Series X 

and PC (Independent Arts Software GmbH, n.d.). Additionally, IAS has extensive experience in console 

and handheld ports. 

Because of this wide range of target platforms in the company’s project portfolio, performance 

optimization and work efficiency play a large role. Games must perform well on different hardware 

and assets must be easily adaptable to the specific requirements imposed by the platform. For artists, 

this poses some specific problems. In recent years, photoscanned textures and 3D assets have risen in 

popularity as website traffic research from two of the most popular platforms, Quixel Megascans and 

Poliigon, shows (Figure 1, SEMRush, n.d.). 

 

Figure 1: Quixel.com website traffic graph 

The use of photogrammetry in video games has also steadily increased in the timespan between 2014 

to 2019 (Statham, Jacob, & Fridenfalk, 2020). However, in the context of foliage, more specifically 

trees, photoscanning is inapplicable due to the issues with scanning such large and constantly moving 

objects in an outdoor environment. For this reason, Quixel Megascans, Poliigon and Textures.com do 

not offer full trees on their platforms but rather only separate stumps and trunks (Quixel, n.d., 

Textures.com, n.d.). This means that artists at Independent Arts have to source 3D trees via different 

means. There is a very large market for buying, selling, and sharing 3D models such as trees, with 

leading platforms Turbosquid, CGtrader and Sketchfab hosting hundreds of thousands of products 

(Turbosquid, n.d., CGTrader, n.d.). Because these platforms are community marketplaces for third-

party sellers though, quality, style, structure, and optimization are not consistent between sellers or 

individual products. Most of these products are also baked models or sculpts leaving little room for 

major modification without a lot of manual labour by the artist. 
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Given these limitations, producing these assets in-house to have greater control over the result, is the 

preferred course of action. Several options for tree creation have been explored by the client in the 

past with the conclusion that Speedtree (Speedtree, n.d.) would offer the greatest flexibility and 

cost/work efficiency. However, with only one employee currently trained in using Speedtree, there is 

an overall lack of experience in the team. Additionally, with the software being very complex, the 

company cannot afford extensive training for every employee on this tool.  

Speedtree Software 

Speedtree is a 3D modelling tool suite for creating plants and trees. It utilises mainly procedural 

approaches to modelling, letting the user define aspects of a tree’s growth and shape, while also 

including free-hand modelling tools to fine-tune the details of the assets.  

This facilitates control over different aspects of a tree’s growth and randomizing variations to allow for 

maximum adaptability of shape, look, age and season depending on the situational needs (Speedtree, 

n.d.). 

This workflow allows the artist to define the constraints and guidelines for an individual tree to grow 

rather than meticulously modelling each aspect of the asset by hand. Random variation can be added 

to these constraints to generate unlimited variations of each tree quickly and easily. 

Other Approaches 

While there are many ways to create 3D models of trees, they can generally be separated into two 

categories: procedural and traditional. 

Procedural generation of trees can be achieved with Speedtree but there are a few other alternatives 

to this software specifically. E-on Software publishes PlantFactory, which is another node-based, 

procedural tree and plant generation software that behaves very similarly to Speedtree but is mainly 

targeted for cinematic use rather than games (E-on Software, n.d.). There is also Houdini, published by 

SideFX which is a highly in-depth procedural generation computer graphics tool suite not specifically 

aimed at trees and plants (SideFX, n.d.). 

Traditionally, 3D modelling suites like Blender, 3DS Max or Maya can be used to model trees and 

plants entirely by hand using various approaches such as sculpting, box modelling or path-based 

modelling. 

Scope 

The scope of this thesis is limited to creating one species of a tree using Speedtree. Since the goal of 

this thesis is to further knowledge of Speedtree, creating one species is sufficient to achieve these 

goals. Non-tree plants such as bushes, weeds or flowers will not be explored. 

The usage of Speedtree as a requirement is a given, as stated by the client and other options for 

creating trees such as through traditional modelling techniques will not be explored. Furthermore, 

stylization of trees will not be explored; As agreed with the company, it is more valuable to deliver the 

final product in a realistic style. 
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Tree creation will focus on (above ground) roots, trunks, and branches. Bark, leaves, flowers, and 

fruits are not part of the scope of this thesis and will be included in the final product via third-party 

textures. 

Indicators of Success 

Success will be indicated by the validation of target FPS across a variety of target platforms. Value 

creation for the company will be highest if assets can be quickly adapted to run well on different 

hardware which should include at least: PC, Nintendo Switch, Mobile Phones (limited to device 

availability at the company for testing), PS4, Xbox One. 

Test data will be analyzed to give recommendations regarding optimization considerations during the 

design process in Speedtree. 

Research Question 

“How do you increase work efficiency by creating adaptable and flexible 3D 

trees using Speedtree that can be quickly adapted to run on a variety of 

target platforms?” 

Several sub-questions can be derived from this main research question: 

1. How do you translate real-world trees from data such as theoretical research or observations 

into digital tree assets using Speedtree? 

2. How do you efficiently adapt trees created in Speedtree for different use cases and target 

platforms? 

3. How do you streamline the tree creation process in Speedtree to be as efficient as possible? 
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Theory 
Plan of Approach 

To authentically recreate a given tree type digitally, very specific information must be gathered. While 

traditional modelling methods and real-world reconstruction such as through LiDAR (a radar-like 

scanning system using light) scanning can provide satisfactory results with less input data (Neubert, 

Franken, & Deussen, 2007), procedural modelling relies on defining a wide set of specific rules or 

parameters which the software uses as guidelines to grow the resulting tree from. This process needs 

a deeper understanding of the underlying principles of tree growth. 

There is a large selection of books available on common broad-leaf trees and identifying different 

species such as Our Native Trees and how to Identify Them: A Popular Study of Their Habits and Their 

Peculiarities (Keeler, 1902) or Trees: A Guide to the Trees of Great Britain and Europe (A Little Guide in 

Colour) (Bretaudeau, 1966). These types of resources are commonly available but give little attention 

to branching behaviour and wooden structure and instead focus on the identification of trees based 

on leaves, bark, fruit and flowers.  

For this reason, inspired by the work done by Stava et al. in Inverse Procedural Modelling of Trees 

(2014), a diverse selection of input sources such as real-world observations and visual research will be 

used to substitute the written information. 

Biology Terms 

Bifurcation / Forking 

 According to research from Slater and Harbinson, a fork is defined as the joining of two limbs 

(branches) of roughly equal diameter, in contrast to a branch which is a tree limb with a significantly 

smaller diameter than its parent trunk. However, this paper points out that the difference is an 

artificially created one for ease of reference and that many limbs found on trees fall neither into the 

category of branches nor forks. 
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Fractal / Fractal Growth 

 Trees generally follow a fractal structure in growth. This means that larger branches split off 

into increasingly smaller branches which exponentially increases the overall number of branches the 

smaller the level of detail gets. Fractal patterns like this can be found everywhere in nature as Figures 

2 and 3 show. 

  

Figure 2: Fractal growth on a fern Figure 3: Fractal structures in veins of a leaf 

 

Tree Research 

The decision for which tree to focus on for this project was determined by two overlapping factors: 

• (Future) usability for the client: that is how much use of the specific tree the client will have 

in future projects 

• Availability of information: that is how much information is available and easily accessible 

on a given species of tree 

Because of the unknown specifics of the client’s projects in the future, it is safest to make assumptions 

based on probability. Choosing species of trees that are native to large parts of the world and their 

habitats provides the greatest chance of the product being of immediate value to any future projects. 

Furthermore, a choice of a common tree species will also provide the largest breadth of available 

information during product design regarding the tree’s growth. Additionally, several species of tree 

may be combined into one to maximise available information usage. This especially applies to species 

that share most of their large-scale identifying features and less so for smaller-scale features like 

leaves. 

Birches 

Taking into consideration the final product’s target audience, which is video game enthusiasts rather 

than biologists, it has been decided to combine three species of birch tree, that commonly grow in 

North America and Europe, and are closely related in their broader characteristics. These three 

species are: Betula papyrifera (Paper Birch), growing commonly in the northern regions of the United 
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States of America (Kew Science, n.d.), Betula pendula (Silver Birch) and Betula pubescens (Downy 

Birch), both of which grow commonly in middle to northern Europe (EUFORGEN Secretariat, n.d.) 

Birches are part of the Betula genus in the Betulaceae family. They are medium-sized trees usually 

growing 15-25 meters tall (Myers, 2022) and distributed in temperate and cooler climates (Kew 

Science, n.d., EUFORGEN Secretariat, n.d.). They are easily recognizable by their smooth, silvery white 

or grey bark (Figure 4) and their light canopy featuring small oval or triangle-shaped leaves (Figure 5, 

Beck, Caudullo, de Rigo, & Tinner, 2016). 

  

Figure 4: Paper birch trees Figure 5: Paper birch leaves 

Computer Graphics Terms 

The inherently technical aspect of working with and optimizing content for computer graphics 

generally and game development specifically requires some understanding of the terms and concepts 

involved in designing and validating assets. Several terms and concepts are explained for the reader’s 

understanding in the following. 

Procedural Generation 

 Procedural generation is the process of creating data using computational methods (Van 

Brummelen & Chen, 2018). This can be entirely self-sufficient although in the context of computer 

graphics, this is usually the creation of data by computers with specific inputs by the user. In this 

context, data refers to graphics such as 3D models or textures. In the procedural generation of 

computer graphics, the user inputs specific parameters that act as guidelines for the computer to 

generate variable data from. This data, such as a tree 3D model, will be constrained to the bounds of 

the parameters input by the user but large parts of otherwise manual labour in modelling or sculpting 

are replaced by computer processing. This allows for faster and more efficient work while also 

allowing variability in results which can be a desirable effect for randomness. 

LOD (Level of Detail) 

 Level of Detail or LOD in computer graphics is the process of reducing the quality and 

resolution of a 3D model and/or texture based on its distance to the viewer (Arm Developer, n.d.). The 

further away the asset is from the viewer, the less detail is necessary to be displayed due to the 

smaller size on-screen. Reducing an asset in this way conserves system resources and results in better 
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performance. LODs are generated semi-automatically or manually and divided into stages or levels 

which are numbered starting at 0. LOD0 is the highest resolution, LOD1 is one stage below that and so 

forth. There is no fixed minimum number of levels as this is dependent on the original asset’s fidelity 

and the target platform. Figure 6 shows an example of different LODs on a rabbit model. 

 

Figure 6: Level of detail on a rabbit 3D model 

Texture Atlas 

 A texture atlas is a way of combining several smaller texture images into one large texture to 

conserve system resources. Texture atlases usually contain frequently accessed textures that are 

shared among a larger amount of assets. This approach of combining textures can improve 

performance because only one texture has to be loaded into memory and accessed rather than 

multiple at once (polycount wiki, n.d.). Figure 7 shows an example of a texture atlas. 

 

Figure 7: Texture Atlas 

Nodes 

 Nodes in computer graphics are a way of displaying connected blocks of data or logic to the 

user in an intuitive way, usually as rectangles on a 2D canvas (Figures 8 and 9). These nodes are 

connected to each other and can be chained together to create larger structures. The data these 

nodes contain can be edited and influence the final output of the node tree. 
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Figure 8: Nodes in Speedtree Figure 9: Nodes in Blender 

 

Frame Time 

 Frame time is a common performance metric that describes the time it takes a hardware 

platform to draw a single frame onto the screen. This is usually measured in milliseconds. It serves as 

a more accurate metric than frames per second (FPS) due to the way both metrics are commonly 

measured. Frames per second are usually counted over the course of several frames and extrapolated 

out into one full second whereas frame time will take a perfect snapshot of just one singular frame 

and display the time it took to render said frame. This can make it easier to spot stuttering as the 

results are not averaged or smoothed out. Frame time metrics can be easily converted to the FPS 

format for ease of understanding (Roach, 2022). 

Speedtree Terms 

Generation Modes 

There are several different generation modes for branches in Speedtree. The most important ones are: 

• Bifurcation: Branches are placed along bends or kinks in the parents’ trunk. This yields 

realistic results but leaves little direct control 

• Proportional: The number of branches varies depending on the size of the parent. Smaller 

parents will create fewer branches with this method 

• Absolute: A fixed number of branches will always be generated 

• Interval: Branches are created alongside a trunk in intervals. The distance between these 

intervals can be adjusted. This can produce equally spaced-out branches along a trunk. 
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Clusters 

Instead of using individual leaves which can quickly increase polygon counts, a texture 

containing many leaves in a twig branching structure is mapped onto a low-resolution mesh that can 

be further deformed. This is referred to as a “cluster” in Speedtree. An example of a cluster with leaves 

can be seen in Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10: Screenshot of a birch leaf cluster 
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Development 
Building Birch Trees 

Overview 

Basic parameters from the previous research were used inside Speedtree to constrain the overall 

shape and size of the birch tree. This included a height of between 15-25 meters and an overall slender 

shape with upward sprouting branches that thin rapidly and can be easily weighed down by leaf 

clusters. 

Further reference for determining branching structure and shape was drawn from observational data 

such as in Figure 11. 

To ensure common understanding, the branching structure of the tree will be referred to in hierarchy 

levels from now on. Branches will be referred to as first, second, third and so on level based on their 

hierarchical distance from the trunk. Branches that are sprouting directly off the trunk are first-level 

branches, branches that are generated off these are called second-level and so forth. Figure 12 shows 

the trunk in blue, first-level branches in red and second-level branches in yellow. 

  

  

Figure 11: Birch Tree Figure 12: Birch tree with branch hierarchy painted in 
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Branching Structure 

In Speedtree, the trunk was set to be long and slender with a 

mostly straight shape although some large-scale bends were 

introduced as noise to the trunk’s shape to add slight 

variation and act as generation points for bifurcating 

(dividing) branches later. As observed from the reference 

pictures such as Figures 11 and 12, these bends are usually 

limited to the upper 3/4ths of the trunk to ensure that the 

lower fourth of the tree keeps a mostly straight and 

branchless trunk. 

The bifurcation branch generation method was used on 

these trunks to generate a low number of large branches. 

This generation method places branches on kinks and bends 

of the parent structure and creates a very natural-looking 

branch although artistic control over placement is more 

limited due to being dependent on parent deformations. For 

this reason, it was only used for a low number of larger 

branches off the parent and most other branches were 

generated using a different method. For these first-level 

branches, it was important to limit each individual’s length 

based on its height on the tree so that branches would 

naturally become thinner and shorter the higher up they were generated on the trunk. Otherwise, 

there would be unnaturally long and thick branches coming from the top end of the trunk. A negative 

example of branches not decreasing in length the higher up the trunk they are can be seen in Figure 13 

A second layer of bifurcating branches, meaning branches that sprout off bends of their parents, was 

added to the first to finalise the overall deciding shape of the 

tree’s crown with only a small number of defining branches. 

To each layer of branch, a child branch node was added that 

generates hanging branches. Because of the slenderness of 

birches and smaller branches, these would be weighed 

down heavily by the leaves that will eventually be generated 

onto them (Keeler, 1902, p. 300). Two generation methods 

were chosen here: Interval and Proportional. Interval 

generation places branches at fixed intervals along a parent 

branch’s length with each branch being spaced an equal 

distance apart, whereas the proportional generation 

method places a varying number of branches on a trunk 

based on the size of that parent trunk. Interval generation 

was used for the first-level branches as they are the longest 

and needed to be covered consistently in branches. Interval 

generation also provides a high level of artistic control in the 

exact placement of branches since it is a direct generation 

 

Figure 13: Trunk with branches not tapering 

off in length 

 

Figure 14: Smaller, Second level branches 

in yellow 
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method, unlike bifurcation which is dependent on the shape of a parent. 

Proportional generation places nodes according to the 

size of the parent, the larger the parent the more nodes 

are generated. This creates a more random 

distribution than interval generation and was used for 

the second-level branches. Figure 14 shows these 

hanging branches on the tree marked in yellow. Similar 

hanging branches were placed using the proportional 

method along the trunk of the tree as this is commonly 

seen on larger birch trees. These are complemented by 

another set of first-level branches coming off the trunk 

that sit in length between these hanging branches and 

the original bifurcating branches. These come out of 

the tree at shallower angles and branch off into thin 

twigs and are marked in yellow in Figure 15 

The final branching structure of the Birch tree is two to 

three levels deep and contains 9 nodes including the 

trunk. Figure 16 shows the node tree that defines the 

overall structure and hierarchy of the branching 

structure inside Speedtree 

  

 

Figure 15: Smaller-level branches 

 

Figure 16: Tree branch nodes in Speedtree 
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Leaves 

Trees generally follow a fractal structure in growth. This means that larger branches split off into 

increasingly smaller branches which exponentially increases the overall number of branches the 

smaller the level of detail gets. Creating this amount of detail by modelling the smallest twigs in a 

tree’s canopy separately would quickly result in a total triangle count too high to perform well in 

games. For this reason, twigs and leaves were created using Speedtree’s cluster system. Small twig 

and leaf structures are created separately and rendered as textures which can then be mapped onto 

much lower resolution mesh planes on the tree with fewer triangles than modelling each twig 

separately. 

For this tree, three kinds of clusters were created. A larger scale bare cluster that has no leaves but 

anchor points for other clusters. These bare clusters follow the shape of branches without geometry in 

Speedtree to take advantage of the branch deformation system. Figure 17 shows spline-only branches 

in yellow and a close-up of a cluster 

mapped onto one of these branches 

in Figure 18. 

Figure 19 shows a cluster with leaves 

and a bare cluster. Leaf clusters were 

created similarly but instead of being 

mapped onto branches; they were 

distributed on anchor points 

manually placed on the bare clusters 

beforehand. 

   

Figure 19: Leaf cluster and bare cluster in Speedtree 

  

Figure 17: Spline branches Figure 18: Bare clusters mapped to spline branches 
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Figure 20 shows leaf clusters distributed on bare 

clusters. These leaf clusters are curled and folded at 

a random angle so that a natural look is created.  

 

This hierarchy of bare twig clusters creating anchor 

points for leaf clusters is repeated for every high-

level branch on the tree creating the final canopy as 

seen in Figure 21 

Textures 

Bark textures were taken from the Quixel 

Megascans library. The typical papery white birch bark texture, as seen in Figure 4 and referred to in 

the theory section, is mapped onto the trunk and large bifurcating branches whereas smaller 

branches are assigned a more uniformly brown texture. UV settings in Speedtree had to be adjusted 

slightly to create the desired scale of the texture and a twist was added to hide texture tiling more 

easily. 

Optimization 

Several performance and optimization 

considerations were made before validating 

testing to prevent any excess triangle counts 

without sacrificing quality. This mostly consists of 

a higher radial polygon density compared to 

lengthwise along a trunk or branch resulting in 

rectangular faces rather than square ones. 

Additionally, the mesh resolution of the smallest 

branches was reduced as much as possible since 

these are mostly hidden by the canopy. Welding 

was also disabled for smaller branches. Welding in 

Speedtree refers to the connection point of one 

branch into another being smooth rather than a 

sharp edge, this adds polygons and is unnecessary 

for smaller branches and twigs. 

Dynamic LOD was also enabled which will 

automatically reduce radial and lengthwise mesh 

detail based on the distance to the camera. This 

system also allows for the culling of smaller 

branches and leaves. 

  

 

Figure 20: Leaf clusters generated on top of bare clusters 

 

Figure 21: Final canopy 
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Testing 
Overview 

The research question stated earlier: “How do you increase work efficiency by creating adaptable and 

flexible 3D trees using Speedtree that can be quickly adapted to run on a variety of target platforms?”, 

serves as a hypothesis to validate or disprove as part of the testing phase. Quick and easy adaptability 

for a variety of target platforms was a key factor for the choice of Speedtree and therefore, this should 

be validated accordingly. 

Testing has been set up following an A/B testing methodology. In A/B testing two or more variations of 

a product are shown to users (or in this case tested for performance) and the better-performing 

variation is chosen (Young, 2014). 

The performance of the trees created for this project has been measured in a controlled environment 

in a series of tests with increasing density of trees displayed on the screen. The environment is a flat 

terrain plane with a series of cubes in the middle to periodically occlude trees and other parts of the 

environment during the camera flythrough to increase realism. Figure 22 shows a screenshot of this 

environment 

 

Figure 22: Blank environment scene 

Performance has been recorded in frame time and converted to FPS for the convenience of the reader. 

Test A serves as a control and no optimization modifications have been made to the tree or its setup in 

the game engine beyond what was described in the previous chapter. It can therefore be assumed to 

be an out-of-the-box experience with minimal modification. 

For test B, trees have been quickly modified based on the results of test A, such as reducing the 

number of triangles, adjusting the LOD settings and reducing texture resolution, to increase 

performance for lower-end hardware. 

The goal of the testing phase is not to determine overall performance, but rather the ease and 

quickness with which optimizations can be made inside Speedtree to increase overall performance. 

Since the platform targets are all consoles in this context 60fps is considered ideal and above 30fps is 
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considered playable (IONOS, 2022), with the exception of the Nintendo Switch where 30fps is 

considered an ideal target due to the lower hardware specifications. 

Setup 

A custom benchmarking tool was written in Unity that required minimum user input. It can 

automatically load all relevant scenes and log performance metrics into CSV files. There are 7 scenes 

in the benchmark that are relevant to the test. A control scene containing an empty environment and 

terrain and 6 copies of this scene with an increasing number of trees placed in them: 10,000; 20,000; 

40,000; 60,000; 200,000 and 500,000 trees respectively. A pre-determined camera path of 30 seconds in 

length is flown off for each run before every scene is automatically unloaded, a new scene loaded, and 

the benchmark run on the new scene. To increase the sample size this run of 7 scenes is repeated 

afterwards and the results are averaged between the two runs. 

Tests were conducted on the following platforms: PlayStation 4, PlayStation 5, Xbox Series X, and 

Nintendo Switch which make up the majority of platforms Independent Arts currently develops for. 

The full test results can be found in Appendix XX. 

Test A 

Test A was run with no modifications made to the tree beyond what was described in the previous 

chapter, i.e., very roughly defining automatic LOD settings and reducing polygons along the trunk and 

branches to a reasonable amount. The exported tree had the following triangle counts (Figure 23): 

LOD0: 55,252 

 

LOD2: 6,458 

 

 Figure 23.1  Figure 23.2 
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LOD1: 22,298 

 

LOD3 

(Billboard): 36 

 

 Figure 23.3  Figure 23.4 

Figure 23: Test A Tree LODs   

Results 

 

Figure 24: Test A result chart 

Analysis 

It is important to note that the logs of the Xbox Series X were incomplete due to an unknown issue 

with console output, but the results are still illustrated well enough. The two current generation 

consoles, PlayStation 5 and Xbox Series X were able to handle 40,000 trees at or above 60 frames per 

second and 60,000 trees at over 30 frames per second (Figure 24). Figure 25 shows the benchmark 

scene with 60,000 trees loaded. 
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Figure 25: Tree scene with 60,000 trees 

The PlayStation 4 data is more difficult to read as the console seems to be clamping its FPS output in 

steps to the power of 3. It was however able to 20,000 trees at around 30 frames per second which is 

expectedly lower than the newer and more powerful consoles. 

The Nintendo Switch was not able to run even 10,000 trees on screen at more than 10 FPS. Therefore, 

this test is considered a failure for the Nintendo Switch and adjustments have to be made especially 

for this console for test B as this was the worst-performing platform out of all. Improvements may yet 

be seen on other platforms as well, but playability was a given at some amount of rendered trees on 

all platforms except the Switch, which failed outright. 

Test B 

Two modifications were made in test B. First, the polygon count of the trees was reduced dramatically 

from 55,252 triangles in LOD0 of test A to 9,821 triangles in LOD0 of test B as seen in Figures 25 and 26. 

This was achieved by reducing the length and radial mesh resolution of the trunk and branches inside 

Speedtree. Furthermore, the leaf and twig clusters were modified to be larger in size and contain more 

leaves each, this allows for use of fewer overall clusters on the tree which reduces the triangle count 

further. Additionally, texture resolutions were halved from 2048px to 1024px, and textures were 

combined onto one atlas instead of being handled separately. 
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LOD0: 9,821 

 

LOD2: 1,329 

 

 Figure 26.1  Figure 26.2 

LOD1: 3,903 

 

LOD3: 

(Billboard): 36 

 

 Figure 26.3  Figure 26.4 

Figure 26: Test B Tree LODs   

Secondly, the LOD settings inside Unity were tweaked. Figures 27.1 (Test A) and 27.2 (Test B) show 

that lower resolution LOD levels take up a higher percentage of the total which renders them at a 

closer distance to the camera, reducing overall triangle counts on-screen. It is important to note that 

no changes were made to the scenes themselves, the number of trees inside each scene and the 

culling settings of the Unity project as the only variable between the two tests should be the trees 

themselves. 

 

Figure 27.1: LOD group Test A 

 

Figure 27.2: LOD Group Test B 

Figure 27: Unity LOD group configurations 
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All these modifications were made within about one hour of work. 

Results 

 

Figure 28: Test B result chart 
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Figure 29: Percentage improvement of test B over test A 

Analysis 

Figure 28 shows the absolute performance results of test B, while Figure 29 illustrates the percentage 

improvement in average FPS as compared to test A and shows that all platforms have seen an 

increased average FPS. Especially the two worst-performing platforms of test A: PlayStation 4 and 

Nintendo Switch, have seen massive improvements. In test A, the Switch crashed at rendering 40,000 

trees but was able to render up to 60,000 in test B which has been marked as a 100% improvement in 

Figure 29 for clarity despite technically being an infinite improvement. The PS4 has seen an average 

performance improvement of 8% across tests with a peak of 21% in the 10,000 test. The Switch has 

seen an average improvement of 34% across tests with a peak of 81% in the 10,000 trees test. 

All the other platforms only saw a marginal performance improvement which may be due to other 

factors not included in this test. For example, since the culling settings were not changed between the 

tests there was always the same number of trees rendered in tests A and B and the performance 

bottleneck in higher tree number tests could be due to draw call amounts. This could be explored 

further in the future. 

The modifications made to the trees between the two tests were quick and not a huge amount of time 

or effort was required to produce a noticeably better-performing result which is a very positive result 

for this test. 
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Conclusion & Future Work 
The research question: “How do you increase work efficiency by creating adaptable and flexible 3D trees 

using Speedtree that can be quickly adapted to run on a variety of target platforms?” was broken down 

into several sub-questions: 

1. How do you translate real-world trees from data such as theoretical research or observations 

into digital tree assets using Speedtree? 

2. How do you efficiently adapt trees created in Speedtree for different use cases and target 

platforms? 

3. How do you streamline the tree creation process in Speedtree to be as efficient as possible? 

When recreating real-world trees inside Speedtree it is helpful to use theory and literature as a 

baseline to acquire foundational facts about the tree one is trying to recreate. This can include its 

height, width, general shape, density of the canopy and branches and bark colour. It is also important 

to consider taxonomy, the science of categorizing and classifying (Convention on Biological Diversity, 

2010) to determine what species of tree is to be recreated and whether several species can be 

summarised into one tree due to very similar features. This can then drive the research for 

observational data. Observational data such as reference images, diagrams or real-world observations 

are most helpful in the active modelling phase. It is easiest to break a tree down into its hierarchical 

elements from the lowest, trunk, to the highest, leaves, and focus on each element in isolation, 

gradually narrowing the focus to details and building up a tree one element at a time. This process 

also strongly correlates with streamlining the tree creation process inside Speedtree as the software 

uses a hierarchical system of nodes to represent each element of a tree on a flat canvas with the ability 

to change each element individually. 

Speedtree also offers simple but powerful tools for optimization in regard to a wide variety of target 

platforms. Polygon counts and texture resolutions of each element can be changed quickly and easily 

and a semi-automatic LOD system speeds up the process of LOD creation immensely. However, it is 

worth considering a targeted platform early in the tree creation process as some elements such as the 

cluster system used for creating leaves and fronds require creating those as separate files and 

rendering them out as textures. It is easier to tailor the clusters for a specific platform while creating 

them rather than changing them later. Although not impossible, this saves time in the optimization 

process. 

The main indicator of success described the quick adaptability of trees to meet a specific performance 

target on different target platforms. Testing has shown that in a very small amount of time, changes 

can be made easily to the tree to improve performance on lower-end hardware dramatically. 

As the scope of this thesis was limited there are several recommendations for future work and 

investigation to be made. It is possible to use Speedtree to create non-tree plants such as bushes, 

flowers, grass, and other foliage. The software’s usability and adaptability in these use cases may need 

to be examined in addition to the tree creation process. Furthermore, alternative ways of creating 

digital foliage 3D models exist and could be explored and compared to the findings of this thesis. 

Usability tests were not run due to time constraints and may provide further insights into the learning 

curve of Speedtree and compared to other methods of foliage creation. This may directly impact the 

value creation for the company as employees need to spend time learning new software and tools. A 
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guide or recommendation document could be created to aid in teaching tree creation using Speedtree 

to other artists more quickly. Finally, more time may be spent investigating performance bottlenecks 

discovered in the testing phase that may be unrelated to the work done inside Speedtree. 

Reflection 
Overall, this project went just as planned and expected. However, there are a few things I would have 

liked to do differently and some things that had to be scaled back to fit within the timeframe of this 

semester. 

Originally, I intended to create a guideline document, as a direct result of the findings in the research 

and development part, that could be used by colleagues to ease the learning curve should they need 

to pick up Speedtree in the future. This document could have served as a cheat sheet to provide easy 

steps to follow to quickly research and build trees inside Speedtree. Sadly, the time did not allow for 

this. 

Additionally, I intended to build more than one species of tree although one was perfectly adequate 

for the goals set out in the beginning and the testing phase. 

One of the biggest challenges was managing 20 hours of non-study work in the company beside the 

graduation project work. This went well in the first month or so, but I noticed symptoms of stress and 

being overworked very quickly and although in the last month I focussed entirely on my graduation, I 

think a lot of stress could have been avoided doing this from the beginning. 

There are also several points I would have liked to follow up on, but that time did not allow for such as 

testing at least one alternative way of modelling a tree such as inside Blender and doing a comparison 

to the usability and adaptability of Speedtree. This would have served validation of viability a lot 

better as different alternatives would have been presented and/or ruled out. 

I am however happy with the professional product, my company supervisor has expressed his 

satisfaction with the value generation to the company, especially me being now trained in using 

Speedtree for future projects, and I think the thesis turned out better than I originally expected going 

into this. 
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